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WALTHER Introduces Increased Performance:  

The All New Q5 Match Steel Frame 
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Carl Walther GmbH is proud to offer the highest level of Quality and Precision on the market 

with the Q5 Match Steel frame. 

  

Combining the industry leading PPQ Quick-Defense Trigger, superior accuracy, and 

unmatched ergonomics found in the popular Q5 Match model, while adding in a high-quality 

precision-machined frame, the Q5 Match Steel Frame has raised the bar in pistol 

performance. The pistol comes standard with LPA Fiber Optic front sight, LPA Adjustable 

rear sight, and optic mounting plates to accommodate most micro red-dot optics available. 

The Q5 Match Steel frame will initially be available in two models: the Q5 Match Steel Frame 

model with three fifteen-round magazines, and the Q5 Match Steel Frame Champion model 

with new WALTHER Performance accessories including a low-profile magwell and aluminum 

magazine extensions that increase the capacity to 17 rounds. 

  

“WALTHER’s goal was to take our existing high-performance PPQ, the Q5 Match, and push 

the boundaries of performance further than anything offered on the market,” said Bret 

Vorhees, Director of Product Development for Walther Arms. “The Q5 Match Steel Frame 

exceeds all expectations in terms of performance, quality, and attention to detail. This new 

product line shows what WALTHER is really capable of, and it’s just the beginning.” 

 

MSRP for the Q5 Match Steel Frame starts at €1,699.00 and are available for purchase 

immediately. 

  

Coming up January 21st: For more information on the WALTHER Q5 Match Steel Frame 

product line, visit 

www.carl-walther.com 
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For further information, contact: 

Dr. Peter Dallhammer 

p.dallhammer@carl-walther.de 

Phone: +49 731 1539-117 

 

 

 

About Carl Walther GmbH: 

Renowned through the world as a leader in the firearms industry for high-performance sport- 

and LE-guns. 

Powered Performance: Outstanding products and close cooperation with professional users 

open new horizons. Follow us on 

www.carl-walther.com  
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